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High-pressure phases of amorphous and crystalline silicon
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We study pressure-induced phase transitions in amorphous silicon and crystalline diamond silicon from
Gibbs free energies considerations usingab initio total energy calculations. We predict a pressure-induced
crystallization of the amorphous network at 2.5 GPa and a first order amorphous to amorphous phase transition
at 9 GPa. Furthermore, we find a pressure-induced high density amorphization of crystalline diamond silicon
around 15 GPa.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Pressure-induced phase transitions have long been stu
for ordered ~crystalline! materials. A considerable unde
standing of the physics of these transformations has b
obtained.1 Where amorphous materials are concerned,
situation is far less clear. Only in the last few years has
concept of polyamorphism~the possibility of many distinct
amorphous conformations for a given material! been
considered.2,3 In analogy with pressure-induced polymo
phism in crystals, we consider the effects of pressure on
structure of amorphous Si. We also discuss amorphizatio
crystalline Si and an amorphous to crystalline (b-Sn! trans-
formation.

Experiments4 have reported thata-Si anda-Ge transform
to an amorphous metallic phase with a sharp drop in
resistivity and optical gap around 10 and 6 GPa, respectiv
and it appears that these transitions are first order. An am
phous to crystal phase transition ina-Si anda-Ge has been
observed in other experiments.5,6 In porous silicon,7 a tran-
sition from the diamond phase to a high density amorph
~HDA! phase is reported while nanocrystalline silicon8 un-
dergoes a direct transition from diamond to a simple hexa
nal structure. In both porous and nanocrystalline silicon,
samples transform to a low density amorphous struc
upon decompression.

Current computational methods have successfullypre-
dicted high pressure phases of materials using total ene
calculations with the thermodynamic criterion of equal fr
energies. One such prediction was a kinetically hindered
order amorphous to amorphous phase transition in SiO2.9

Recently an experiment confirmed such a first order am
phous to amorphous phase transition.10 Such calculations ob
viously require candidate structures which may be obtai
from constant pressure simulations and sometimes exp
ments.

In earlier work, we found thata-Si exhibited a first order
phase change from a low density amorphous phase to a
density amorphous~HDA! metallic phase using a consta
pressure relaxation technique.11 Kelires12 confirmed an amor-
phous to amorphous phase transition ina-Si anda-Ge using
Tersoff and EDIP potentials. Although he finds that the tra
sition in both structures proceeds gradually, the free ene
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calculation indicated a first order transition ina-Si at 9.8
~7.8! GPa for Tersoff~EDIP! potential.12

In this paper, we study the pressure-induced phase tra
tions in a-Si and in diamond silicon (c-Si) usingab initio
calculations. We find thatc-Si undergoes a first order phas
transition intob-Sn structure at 9 GPa in agreement w
theoretical and experimental studies. An amorphous tob-Sn
transformation occurs at 2.5 GPa. Furthermore an amorph
to amorphous phase transition is predicted at 9 GPa con
tent with experimental result of 10 GPa.4 We also find that
pressure-induced amorphization of crystalline diamond s
con near 15 GPa, i.e., a first order phase change from
crystalline diamond to the HDA phase consistent with a
cent experiment of porous silicon.7

II. METHODOLOGY

We use a local orbital first principles quantum molecu
dynamics method of Sankey and Niklewski.13 The essential
approximations are~1! nonlocal norm-conserving pseudop
tentials, ~2! slightly excited local-orbital basis set of fou
orbitals per site, and~3! the Harris functional implementation
of the local density approximation. This method has be
successfully applied in a wide variety of silicon system
c-Si including high pressure phases,13 expanded volume
phases of silicon~‘‘zeolites without oxygen’’!,14 silicon
clusters,15,16 anda-Si.17,18 The Parrinello-Rahman method19

used conjection with thisab initio technique successfully
predicts a first order amorphous to amorphous phase tra
tion in silicon,11 high pressure phases ofc-Si ~Ref. 11! and
GaAs,20 and a continuous amorphous to amorphous ph
change in GeSe2.21

We employ a starting model ofa-Si due to Djordjevic
et al. which is in uniform agreement with structural, vibra
tional and optical measurements.22 The high pressure phas
is determined from starting with Djordjevicet al. model and
using the method of the preceding paragraph. All the cal
lations used solely theG point to sample the Brillouin zone
which is reasonable for cells with 216 atoms.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The calculated the minimum structural energy per at
Emin and corresponding atomic volumeVmin for diamond,
©2003 The American Physical Society01-1
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b-Sn, a-Si and HDA phases are listed in Table I. For di
mond andb-Sn structure, the relative total energy differen
per atom (DEmin5Emin

b2Sn2Emin
diamond) and the ratio of the

equilibrium volume of b-Sn to diamond (Vmin
r

5Vmin
b2Sn/Vmin

diamond) are found to be 0.289 eV/atom and 0.7
respectively. These values agree with 0.27 eV/atom and
reported in accurate self-consistent calculations.23

In a-Si, the energy differenceDEmin(5Emin
amorphous

2Emin
diamond) is 0.199 eV/atom in good agreement with a no

orthogonal tight-binding model.24 However, the difference is
a factor of 2 higher than an experimental result 0.0977 eV
extrapolated to 0 K from the measurement at 960 K using t
specific heat listed in that work.25 The density ofa-Si is
slightly less than the crystal density in agreement with
periment.

The relative stability of the phases can be determined
given pressure by a simple comparison of their Gibbs f
energiesG5Etot1PV at zero temperature. The crossing
two curves indices a pressure-induced phase transition
tween the two phases. The calculated Gibbs free energie
the silicon phases are potted as a function of pressure in
1. The curves of diamond andb-Sn phase cross around
GPa, which is in good agreement with 9.5–15.4 GPa of
perimental observation and previous first princip
calculations.26 The corresponding transition volume of di

TABLE I. The minimum energiesEmin , the relative energy dif-
ferenceDE(5Ei2Ediamond), the corresponding minimum volum
per atomVmin , and its ratioVmin

r 5Vmin
i /Vmin

diamond, where i is dia-
mond,b-Sn,a-Si, and HDA phases.

Structure Diamond b-Sn a-Si HDA

Emin~eV/atom! 2108.006 2107.717 2107.807 2107.53
DEmin ~eV/atom! 0 0.289 0.199 0.476
Vmin(Å

3/atom! 20.76 15.42 21.26 15.87
Vmin

r 1.0 0.74 1.02 0.76

FIG. 1. The calculated Gibbs free energy for diamond,b-Sn,
a-Si, and the HDA phases.
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mond Vt(diamond) andb-Sn Vt(b-Sn! are found to be
0.924 and 0.684~Fig. 2!, respectively. These values are al
consistent with experiment and theoretical results of 0.8
0.928 and 0.70–0.719.26

Amorphous materials are thermodynamically unstab
Upon thermal annealing or pressurizing, they can be crys
lized into stable or metastable phases. It appears that
pressure-induced crystallization is sensitive to sample pr
erties as well as temperature and pressurizing condit
such as loading rate.6 The transition froma-Si to b-Sn phase
occurs at a lower pressure of 2.5 GPa from consideration
Gibbs-free energies. The critical pressure in this transitio
about one quarter of the diamond tob-Sn transformation.
The transition volume Vt(amorphous) is 0.96 while
Vt(b-Sn! is 0.70~relative to zero-pressurea-Si volume!. The
transition volume ofb-Sn is 0.72 when it is normalized to
the zero-pressure volume of diamond. This is a bit lar
than 0.684 obtained in the diamond tob-Sn transition.

The transition predicted betweena-Si and b-Sn agrees
with experiments. Yet the theoretical crystallization press
~2.5 GPa! is much less than the experimental observation
8 GPa. We mentioned above that the relative energy dif
ence between diamond anda-Si is much larger than the ex
perimental value. This means that thea-Si network has a
higher structural energy, and the energy difference betw
the equation state ofa-Si andb-Sn is small. Such a lowe
energy difference yields a lower transition pressure if
slope of common tangent line is considered in the ene
volume curve. Therefore, we conclude that the predic
lower transition pressure is due to the higher structural
ergy of a-Si. However, we should note that in the calcul
tion, we consider that the amorphous network complet
transforms into a perfectb-Sn. Indeed, an amorphous pha
cannot completely transforms into a perfect high-dens
crystalline structure but partially transforms into a structu
that may contain low- and high-density amorphous and cr
talline portions as seen in amorphous germanium.6 Therefore
consideration of such a partial transformation would be m
realistic and comparable with experiments.

FIG. 2. The pressure dependence of the volume per atom.
1-2
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The crystallization ofa-Si requires to bond breaking an
large displacement of some atoms. These structural r
rangements are hindered at low-temperature and need
thermal activation. We believe that the crystallization ofa-Si
was kinetically hindered in the constant pressu
simulations,11 and hencea-Si persists until it reaches a met
stability limit in which it undergoes a first order phase tra
sition from a low-density amorphous phase to a HDA pha
The calculated transition pressure from the Gibbs free e
gies is 9 GPa~Fig. 1!, which is in agreement with the ex
perimental result of 10 GPa~Refs. 4,27! and theoretical re-
sult of 9.8~7.8! GPa.12 We findVt(amorphous) andVt~HDA!
are 0.90 and 0.68 relative to the zero-pressurea-Si.

Another observation of interest is that there is no ph
transition betweenb-Sn and the HDA phase but, a pha
transition between crystalline diamond silicon and the HD
phase at 15 GPa, which may indicate a pressure-indu
high density amorphization of crystalline diamond silicon.
this phase transformation we find that the transition volu
of Vt(diamond) andVt~HDA! is 0.89 and 0.65 relative to th
zero-pressured diamond structure. There is no experime
evidence of pressure-induced amorphization of diamond
con with the application of pressure. Recently Debet al.7

have shown the pressure-induced amorphization of diam
silicon at 15–16 GPa in porous silicon. That is, the crys
line portion of the porous silicon transforms to a HDA pha
upon compression which is attributed to the sample prop
-
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ties and transformation mechanisms to the high-den
phases. In addition, the extrapolated negative melting sl
in the temperature-pressure diagrams of diamond silicon~see
Fig. 3 of Ref. 7! yields a pressure-induced amorphizati
near 14 GPa at 300 K. On the pressure release, it is sh
that this HDA phase transforms to a low density amorpho
phase.7 Both transitions reported in this experiment7 confirm
the predicted transition in the present study.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have studied pressure-induced phase transition
c-Si anda-Si using anab initio technique.c-Si transforms
from diamond structure tob-Sn structure at 9 GPa in agree
ment with experiments. Furthermore, a pressure-indu
amorphization of crystalline diamond silicon is predict
near 15 GPa. We find that pressure-induced crystallizatio
a-Si at 2.5 GPa and argue that the crystallization press
strongly depends on structural properties. At 9 GPa,a-Si
undergoes a first order phase transition from a low den
amorphous phase to a HDA phase.
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